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A→ →+12→B

Reflection Functions
One way to think about a function that involves a negation and an addition is as a
reflection across some other point on the number line. An example of a function that
does this is the change function that I get when solving a problem that involves two things needing to add
up to some total.

Example: A and B have 12 candies between them. 
I write this relationship as a function by saying that, whatever A is, B is the change
needed to get from there to 12. You can see some examples of what this function does on the number line
below:

The interesting thing here is that, when drawn out like this, there is a simpler way to think about what this
function does: it flips the input across 6 - six being halfway to 12. Being able to see this type of function
as a single operation will make things easier both in terms of figuring out how to write a function relating
two numbers, and in trying to visualize what a function will do. For example, if I know that A and B add up
to 6, B and C add up to 16, and C and D add up to 24, I can display those relationships as flipping over 3, 8,
and 12, respectively:

. 1 The number line above shows applying those reflection relations to A = 4 and getting out that D = 10.
What would I have gotten if I had used A = 1 instead? (It might help to draw this out on the number
line instead of doing the calculations)

. 2 Record the following pieces of information as functions relating A to B:

a) A and B add up to 16.

b) A is bigger than B by eight.

(–)



. 3 For each of the functions below, simplify it as much as possible. Then, describe it either as shifting to
the right or left by some amount, or as reflecting over a particular number.

→+3→ →–2→+7→ →+4→

→–4→ →+2→+6→ →–3→ →–5→

. 4 a) I take $40 and split it somehow between Anne and Bob. Write me a function relating Anne's
money to Bob's money.

b) They both go to the store, where Anne spends $12 and Bob spends $5. Write me a function telling
how Anne's money now is related to Bob's money now. (As usual, simplify as much as you can)

c) It should make sense to you that you got the function you did for part b. Explain why.

. 5 a) I start out with some amount of water in jug A, and pour off 20 cups into jug B. Write me a
function relating the amount now in A to the total amount (T).

b) From jug B, which contains 20 cups, I pour some amount of water into jug C. Write me a function
relating the amount now in jug B to the amount in jug C.

c) I notice that A has five more cups in it than C. Write me a function relating the amount in C to the
total amount.

d) So, if I started with 30 cups, how much is in each jug now?

(–) (–)

(–) (–) (–)


